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Asian Paints Limited is India's largest multinational paint company. It engages 

in the business of manufacturing, selling and distribution of paints, coatings, 

products related to home decor, bath fittings and providing related services.

OVERVIEW

AIM:

Acquaint the Brand Managers (BM’s) with the consumers unique decision making 

journeys & ways to impact consumer behavior through various digital platforms.

Estimated annual revenue
of US $410 billion

Employing over
6,000+ people



TRAINING SYNOPSIS

Helping the BM’s understand the consumers unique decision making 

behaviours & how they can impact those behaviours via different tools & 

best practices on various digital platforms.

Asian Paints collaborated with IIDE to train their Brand Managers in:

No. of Trainees
60

Mode of Training
Classroom  

Brand Managers across AP’s various Products & Services
Trainees

Customised
Digital Modules

Social Media Platforms
& their key USP’s

Digital Consumer
Decision Journey

Content Marketing & 
its Channels

Remarketing &
other Tools

Campaign Checklists
& setting KPI’s



RESULT

What they loved the most

Creating an impact on consumers via Remarketing tools

The various content formats that can be used in each stage of AIDA model
& correlating it to the consumers decision making journey

87.5%
Brand Managers

agreed that the trainer was

well prepared and encouraged 

discussions during the

sessions.

90%
Brand Managers

suggested that the learning 

shared at the training was very 

relevant and they were able to 

apply it to their daily tasks.

“All slides we saw were made for our team & the trainer made the effort to point out 

the importance of each concept from the marketeer & consumers perspective. For 

any brand that is traditionally a marketing giant & is new to digital media, this

program is highly recommended”.

By Ramya Balasubramanian, Head of Digital and CX

“Right from the jargons, formats & measuring the efficacy of the campaigns this 

training has been a complete eye opener for us.The training was very concise,

structured & contextual which was very appreciated”.

Tushar Gautam, Brand Manage, Smartcare


